TODAY is Tuesday, the 12th of April and it is Yu-Gi-Oh club Week!

Today is A Gold day!

I AM _______________AND I AM ______________________

Please stand for the Pledge

As we begin another school day, let us pause for a moment of silence.
Thank you Yu-Gi-Oh for today’s Moment of Silence picture.

Is there anyone you know that goes above and beyond or that has made a real difference in others lives? Well this is your chance to recognize them with the People’s Choice Awards. Nomination forms can be found in the Main office, Admin office, each of the sub schools and on the Robinson PTSA website and will be collected May 13, 2016 at 3:00. The ceremony will be held May 31, 2016 in Davala Hall. Contact Laura Lewis chataldl@cox.net.

NOW TIME FOR A CLIP
Do enjoy TED Talks? Come hear the unique ideas of your fellow classmates and students at Robinson Speech and Debate's first annual RAMtalks Friday April 15th at 7 p.m. in Davala Hall.

Follow @RAMtalksinfo on Twitter for more information.

High school yearbooks will only be sold until Friday, April 30. There are less than 300 available for presale. Forms are available in subschools, E210 or on the Robinson website. Cost is $80. Any remaining after distribution in June will be sold for $90. If you are unsure if you have purchased a book, stop by E210 on a Gold Day and we will let you know.
Seniors, are you planning on attending NOVA? Both the English and Math Placement Tests will be administered here at Robinson.

The English Placement Test will be given on Tuesday, April 26th and the Math Placement Test will be given on Wednesday, April 27th. Space is limited for these tests – so sign up in the College and Career Center TODAY.

In order to test, you must have completed a NOVA application. Remember space is limited, so first come – first served. If you have any questions stop by the College and Career Center.

**NOW TIME FOR A CLIP**
Come to the German Café! Café Steinbock is on Wednesday April 13th after school in Davala Hall. Purchase your tickets for $5 ahead of time in room D211 or ask a German teacher or student for more details.

If you were unable to attend the interest meeting for Math Honor Society, and would like to apply, pick up a form from C111, M21, or T610. The deadline is Wednesday, April 20, require grade verification, and two teacher recommendations. So you would need to pick one up by Tuesday in order to have time to allow time for all of the necessary parts.

Do you want your voice heard? Do you want to make a difference? If so, Robinson PTSA is looking for you. You would be part of the board that helps effect change within the Robinson Community. Students representative forms can be found in the Main office and on the Robinson PTSA website. If you have any any questions, please contact vpadmin@robinsonptsa.org

NOW TIME FOR A CLIP
**Sports:**


Come support Robinson!

There are no Senior Happy days today.

Have a great day, Robinson!!